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Observations of intensity of the polarised ccraponent of light from 
th© K-corona are now available for a number of days during the period 
September 1956 to January 1958 (Newkirk et a l0 1958)o We analysed this 
data in the hope that these new observations^ more complete than hitherto 
available* would shed new light on the problem of solar activity, in 
particular the relation of coronal streamers to geomagnetic disturbance0 
Our results are essentially nagativa0 The ora possibly positive result2 
while not significantly large, indicates a double maximum in geomagnetic 
activity about the time of CMP of coronal maxima, of the type one would 
expect i f  the corpuscular radiation follows a "cone of avoidance" (Roberts 
and Pecker 1955) about the point of high coronal intensity^

The negative result should perhaps not bo surprising* in view of the 
two facts that the period studied is close to maximum of the solar activity 
cycle and that the observation refers to a low level in the corona-- 
usually 2*o First, i t  is Icncwn that geomagnetic activity, at time o f high 
solar activity,, shows lit t le  tendency toward 27-day recurrence, but is 
dominated by large storms that tend to be associated with discrete solar 
events such as flares,, Secondly, coronal intensity maxima, at 2“ from the 
limb may be portraying "coronal condensations" rather than coronal streamers0 
We would then expect the K-corona maxima to show the sama sort of relation 
to geomagnetic activity as X569U intensity, X5303 intensity and passage of 
plage regionflo None of these latter features has shown any clear relation 
to geomagnetic activity in the period 1956 -  1958 (Hansen et a lD 1958), 
while near sunspot minimum, CMP of plage regions or regions of bright X5303 
tends to be associated with a double maximum, or "cone of avoidance" pattern 
of geomagnetic activity0

Superposed epoch results for geomagnetic figure Kp, and criteria u3ed 
for selecting zero-days are given below,, with brief disciission0

*0f the Boulder Laboratories of the National Bureau of Standards,,



(1) Persistent maxima, Tho highest or second highest coronal 
intensity of a given day occurred at nearly the same position 
angle for several consecutive days,, 0~day is the day of CMP 
of the brightest of these nsaxi?ta0 Five cases each wero 
selected for which the maximum was within 0  £: 25° (Fig. la) 
and (p > 25° (Figo lb )e Here $  is the angle between the 
intensity maximum and the earth-sun plane0 Neither of these, 
nor the combined sample (Fig0 lc) shows a significant feature* 
Tho curves show, i f  anything, a double maximum with lot: values 
immediately following CMPo'

( 2 )  Intensity ^ 90 x 10“° photospheric brightness and <P (angle 
between Intensity maximum and earth~sun plane) 2 5 *  (Figu 2 ) 0

(3) Intensity £  68 x 10“® and 0  i== 10°0 Neither curve shows 
any distinctive feature0 For both of these groups8 dates 
selected from E limb maxima were treated separately from dates 
selected from W limb maxima, and in neither case did any sig
nificant feature appear (Fig0 3)0

(U) Finally, in an attempt to select days of passage of coronal 
streamers, rather than of condensations associated with 
active regions,, we selected days according to observations 
made at a distance of at least 6" from the limbo For these 
observations, the data are particularly few# and only 6 days 
were selected0 Again, we see no apparent relation to geomag
netic activity (Figc U)6

W® conclude that the discovery of any geomagnetic relation with inten
sity of the E-corona must await the time of sunspot minimum,, and possibly 
more complete observations®

Observations of the solar electron corona are being made with support 
from the National Science Foundation by grants for the International Geo
physical Year»
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Fig0 la Persistent Maxima ~  2% £ cases
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Figo 2 I &  90 X 10“3» Cp ±  2$ 27 cases
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